OBLIGATIONS BY BUREAU

$5.66B

*Includes OS, ITA, BIS, NTIA, EDA, OIG, NTIS, BEA, MBDA, and strategic sourcing orders for all DOC bureaus

ACTIONS BY BUREAU

21,291

Creating the conditions for economic growth and opportunity for all communities

Source: Provisional FPDS-NG data as of November 30, 2023; Numbers are rounded
OBLIGATIONS BY BUREAU

- ITA: $447K
- MBDA: $153M
- EDA: $211M
- NTIA: $506M
- NOAA: $2.5B

**Total Obligations:** $5.6B

OBLIGATIONS BY PERFORMANCE LOCATION

- [Map showing obligations by state]

RECIPIENT TYPE

- FOR PROFIT ORGANIZATION: $604M (18%)
- NONPROFIT WITH & WITHOUT 501C3 IRS STATUS: $1,252M (4%)
- INDIAN/NATIVE AMERICAN OR TRIBAL RELATED ENTITY: $576M (4%)
- LOCAL OR STATE GOVERNMENT: $1,359M (23%)
- REGIONAL ORGANIZATION: $23M (10%)
- PUBLIC/STATE/PRIVATE INSTITUTION OF HIGHER EDUCATION: $1,569M (32%)
- OTHER: $215M (4%)

Creating the conditions for economic growth and opportunity for all communities

Source: Provisional USASpending data as December 12, 2023; Numbers are rounded